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ABSTRACT
TITLE:     ''A  Comparative  Study  of  Certain  Personality  Traits__I__    _
Between  Female   Physical  Education  Majors   and   Non-
Majors  at  Appalachian  State  University
AUTHCR:     Violet  M.   Testerman,   Master  of  Arts,   1972
PURPOSE :
Thesis  directed  by:     Miss  Rebecca  M.   Tomlinson,
Assistant  Professor
The  study  compared  selected  personality  traits  of
female  Physical  Education  majors   and   non-majors.     The  Edwards
Personal  Preference  Schedule  was  utilized  for  this  investi-
gation.
PRcffiDURES: Fifty  female   Physical  Education  majors   selected
by  random  sampling  and  I ifty  female  non-majors  who  were  re-
commended  by  their  department  chairmen  and  who  volunteered,
were  included  in  the  study.     All  of  the  subjects  were  enroll-
ed  in  the  Junior  or  Senior  classes  as  Appalachian  State
University,   Boone,   North  Carolina  during  the  Fall  quarter  of
1971.
Three  testing   §ession§  were  held   in  the  audio  visual
room  of  the  Varsity  Gym  for  the  administration  of  the  Edwards
Personal  Preference  Schedule.     The  subjects  were  aware  of  the
reasons  for  the  test  but  names  were  omitted  from  the  answer
sheets  to  assure  anonymity.
A  personal  questionnaire  was  utilized  to  obtain  back-
ground   information  on  the   subject,a.
ii
CONCLUSIONS:     The   8tatlstical  test  known  as  the   students'
t  test  was  employed  for  the  comparison  of  the  Physical
Education  majors  with  the  don-majors  group.   and  additionally
for  comparison  of  the  Physical  Education  majors  and  a
national  normative  group,   for  the  f l£teen  variables  on  the
Edwards  test.     The  following  conclusions  were  based  on  the
statistical  results  of  this  study.     These  conclusions  were:
I.     That  the  differences  in  personality  traits  be-
tween  Physical  Education  majors  and  nan-majors  were  negli-
gible,  at  Appalachlan  State  University.
2.     That  on  the  basis  of  the  results,   one  would
expect  Appalachian  State  University  Physical  Education  majors
to  exhibit  more  dominance  and  less  achievement.
3.     That  lf  the  belief  were  extant  that  personality
differences  exist.  then  this  group  of  female  physical
Education  majors  were  being  stereotyped  unfairly.     If  this
local  group  is  typical  of  the  I.arger  group  of  Physical
Education  majors,   then  perhaps  all  majors  in  this  field  are
stereotyped  unfelrly.
4.     That  the  local  Physical  Education  group  varied
signif icantly  from  the  national  normative  group  on  f ive
traits.
5.     That  the  Edwards  Personal  Preference  Schedule
did  not  reveal  a  dlstlnguishable  general  pattern  of  person-
ality  for  females  majoring  in  Physical  Education  at
Appalachian  State  University.
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Means,   Standard  D®viations   and   t   Scores  for
Physical  Education  Majors   and   Non-Majors   .   .
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At  the  inception  of  organized  Physical  Education  for
girls,   in  the  era  of  Catherine  E.   Beecher,   young  ladies  were
relegated  to  the  graceful  milieu  of  dance,   archery.   swimming.
riding  side  saddle.  croquet,   skating  and  pedestrianism.
More  viqorou§  activltles  were  thought  un feminine  and  physio-
loqically  harmful.     Although  not  a  catholic  view.   this
anachronistic  attitude  has  perslst®d  ln  the  united  States.
Therefore.  women  with  high  interest  ln  games  and   sports
involving  physical  skill,  whether  in  participation  and/or
vocational  interests.   have  been  assumed  to  differ  from
cultural-age-sex  norms  as  a  result  of  different  personality
disposltlons  developed  through  past  learning  experiences.2
The  typical  Stereotyped  concept  of  the  female  Physical
Education  major  1§  one  of  muscles  and  brashness  or  extro-
verslon.     A  high  degree  of  muscle  tone  is  usually  contingent
to  success  lf)  this  f ield.  however,   in  this  particular  culture
LNbrma   Schwend
ln  the  United  States. ?nbee:'v£±Ei-€-i?Ir-¥..qfHI:£¥:Ifi&Ia6o:iui.S±iS¥
2Daniel  M.   Landers.   "Psychological  femininity  and  the
:;?;8::ti;;o:emale  Physical  Educator,
I
"  Research  Quarterl
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to  have  these  muscles  means  a  loss  of  social  prestige.3    For
this  reason,  many  girls  who  are  otherwise  well  qualif led,
pursue  careers  other  than  that  of  teaching  Physical  Education.
Statement  of  the  Problem
The  lntentlon  of  this  lnvestlgatlon  was  to  ascel.taln
whether  there  were  measurable  personality  differences,
between  female  Physical  Education  majors  and  non-majors   at
Appalachian  State  University.
e  of  the  Stud
A  gl.oup  of  fifty  female  Physical  Education  majors  and
an  equivalent  set  of  diverse  non-majors,   with  a  mean  age  of
20.60  and  a  median  age  of  21.00,   were  administered  the
Edwards  Personal  Preference  Schedule.     One  half  of  the
subjects  were  selected  from  a  list  of  Junior  and  Senior
Physical  Education  majors  who  were  currently  enrolled  at
Appalachian  State  University.     Every  third  person  on  the  list
was  requested  to  volunteer  for  the  test  in  order  to  assure
a  random  selection  of  the  fifty  samples  necessary.
Selection  of  non-majors  was  accomplished  by  requesting
the  chairman  of  the  departments  included,   to  suggest  classes
which  vrould  be  most   suitable   fol`  this  purpose.     Through  their
cooperation.   seven  to  ten  volunteers  were  enlisted  from  each
3jack  F. ,George   and  Harry  A.   Lehman.
Admin istration.   (New  tork:   Harper  &   Row.   1966
School  Athletic
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discipline.     The  number  depended  on  the  number  of  Junior  and
Senior  majors  available,   and  of  course.   upon  whether  she
wished  to  participate  in  the  study.
Forty-three  Juniors  and  f ifty-seven  Seniors  partic-
ipated   in  the  study.     The  basis   for  designating  these
particular  classes  was  that  these  groups  were   seemingly  more
mature  and  by  progressing  this   far  in  their  chosen  field,   had
shown  a  greater  interest  than  would  be  true  of  undecided,
changeable   Freshmen  and  Sophomores.
Administration  of  the  test  was  during  the  Fall  quarter
of   1971;   the   term  extending  from  September  tenth  to  November
twenty-fourth.     The  site  of  the  test  was   the  campus  of
Appalachian  State  University.   Boone,   North  Carolina.
To  include  the  personality  variables  believed
pertinent  to  this  study.   the  preferred  testing  device  was  the
Edwards  Personal  Preference  Schedule.     According  to  the
Mental  Measurements  Yearbook,   it  has  a  median  validity  rating
of   .52  and  a  reliability  of  a  median  of  .74®4     It  is  of
statistically  sound  construction  and  meets  two  supplemental
characteristics  of  a  good  test,   those  of  ease  of  scoring  and
economy.5
Normal  need  manifestations  were  also  included   in  this
4oscar  K.   Buros   ( ed. ),   The   Sixth  Mental  Measurements




test,   and   this  would  be  most  desirable  for  future  guidance.6
Supplementary  to  these  features,   the  Edwards  Personal
Preference  Schedule  was  normative,   therefore  a  comparison
of  both  Subject  groups  could  be  made  with  national  norms  for
this  test.
Def inition  of  Terms
_   __   .i     _._                            __           ____     _               _       __     .                       _         _    ._
Personality:     Personality  is  an  integrated  system  of
habitual  adjustments  to  the  environment,   particularly  to  the
social  environment.   and  includes  attitudes,   characteristics
and  behavior  tendencies.7
Personality  Variables:     A  personality  variable  is  a
factor  of  personality  which  is  constantly  developing  and
changing.8    The   specific  variables  used  in  this   study  were
described  in  these  terms  by  Edwards.9
Abasement:     To   feel  guilty  when  one  does   something
wrong,     o  accept  blame  when  things  do  not  go  right,   to
::::  £B:i. P::§3::i  #:nn::8  ¥::e5¥n::£i:::df;d°r %:ggood
doing.   to  feel  better  when  giving  in  and  avoiding  a  fight
rather.  than  having  one's  own  way.   to   feel  the  need   for
a:££::s::€u:€±::::r$6  ±:e€e€[±m€3p5:s€£:  g¥e:::::I:±y  to
superiors.   to  feel  inferior  to  others  in  most  respects.
6Jo  Anne   Thorpe,   "Study  o£  Personality  Variables
Among  Successful   Women  Students   and   Teachers  of   Physical
Education, " Research  Quarterl .   29:85,   1958.
(N6wyor:Y±Lt}a#.usNda±¥6nfaiE8¥:¥#.i.n.I.58aT:,ti?.Er£,?a...4Et.,±°.P..
8Thorpe,  9E.  ±.,   p.   83.
9Allen  L.   Edwards,   "Edwards  Personal   Preference
Schedule,"   Test  Manual.      (New  York:   The   Psychological
Corporation,   1959),   p.11.
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Achlev®ment:     To  do  one's  beet,   to  be   successful,   to
:i:i;;i:::c:;:€§ri!S:i!:;i:§i;±i:§d£:i;iE:!g:§£:§r:at
S:#::u#efro#:::. a€g £:=::e:' g::a€en::::  :: a:as[`Lngs
in  £S#±±£;t:=8=ps?°t:ed:°#±n::  ::±e#S;n:: , P::tS::£a::w
friendshlp6,   to  make  ae  many  friends  as  possible.   to  share
things  with  frlend8,   to  do  things  with  friends  rather
than  alone,   to  form  strong  attachments,   to  write  letters
to  friend§.
tell%Ef:-::-1-3:---;=
To  attack  contrary  points  of  view.   to
one  thinks  about  them.   to  Criticize
others  publicly,   to  make  fun  of  others,   to  tell  others
off  when  disagreeing  with  them,   to  get  revenge  for  insults.
to  become  angry.   to  blame  others  wh®n  things  go  wrong.to
read  newspaper  accounts  of  violence.
Autonom
One
:     To  be   able   to  come   end  go   as  desired,   to
thinks  about  things,   to  be  ind
others  in  making  decisions,  to  feel  free  to
endent  of
o  what  one
wants  to  do,   to  do  things  that  are  unconventional,   to
:X#:sS:±#:::n:e::::et:A:h:: ::i:::e:as°t£:#?r:6  to  do
:::::::f:i#:::si:n3o:ifi:::i::s:uthority.  to  avoid
Chan e:     To  do  new  and  different  things,   to  travel
new  Peop le,   to  experience  novelty  and   change  in
daily  routine,   to  experiment  and  try  new  things,  to  eat
in  new  and  different  places,  to  try  new  and  different
jobs,   to  move  about  the  country  and  live  in  different
places.   to  participate  in  new  fads  and  fashions.
Defel`ence:     To  get  suggestions  from  others,   to   find
out  w  a    o    ere   think,   to  follow  instructions  and  do  what
is  expected,   to  praise  others,   to  tell  others  that  they
have  done  a  good  job.   to  accept  the  leadership  of  others.
to  read  about  great  men,   to   conform  to  ci]stom  and  avoid
the  unconventional.   to  let  others  make  decisions.
a  I.::::na:C:iou5:  ::a:ai:iro::e;:i8:::?  :: ::e::g::d::
by  others  a§  a  leader,   to  be  elected  or  appointed
chairman  of  committees,   to  make   group  decisions,   to   settle
arguments  and  disputes  between  others,   to  persuade  and
inf luence  others  to  do  what  one  wants,   to   supervise   and
direct  the  actions  of  others,   to  tell  others  how  to  do
their  jobs.
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Endurance:     To  keep  at  a  job  until  1t  is  finished,
to  camp  e  e  any  job  undertaken,   to  work  hard  at  a  task
::r±e:€ :ts:n8::Z3:b°;e!:::I::k:::i:n±:t£:I:: L¥:d : t:?
rgn:a#u#r:Sn3o:£ :;€£:ut°d!:€r:c€::n:°:: ' s::cfu:tL:
B::::e:a:::nt:h:::Ed Lfe¥:¥  ::::I::pt:dn:h!r:g::S:o:i.
tion:     To
es
say  witty  and  clever  things,  to  tell
and  Stories.   to  talk  about  personal
¥pe:i:p€:::^±o  P:v:.`o,tp:::^pot,1.£:  :£dadventures  and  e
£3#e:±f:::nL:n:i;lag:::I::C:th::8:a¥ot€:#Sa5::t  ::I:::a|
achlevem®nts.  to  be  the  center  of  attention.   to  use  words
that  others  do  not  know  the  meaning  of ,   to  ask  questions
others  can  not  ans`uer.
Heterosexualit :     To  go  out  with  members  of  the
0  engage i.n  social  activities  with  the
opposite   sex,   to  be  ln  love  with  someone  of  the  opposite
sex.   to  be  regarded  as  physically  attractive  by  those
8:x:h:oo:g:3 ±L:o£:x:n:OPE:;:i::3:i:i:: g:::u€:L#§t::o ut




t io n :
serve  o ers,
To   analyze  one'S  motives  and  feelings.
to  understand  how
problems,   to  put  one's  self  in  anothe
hers  feel  about
S
€:°g::I?!®W€Xet£:Xa::o:h:;a:t;::i:rt:h::a
of  others.   to  predict  how  others  will
lace,   to   Judge
y  what  they  do,
yze  the  motivies
to  a!:I:ur:nc:is  I:s:e!gr!::::::  ::e:I:::yo3;:rsnw!:3uble I
kindness  and   Sympathy.   to  forgive  others,   to  do   small
favors  for  others.   to  be  generous  with  others.   to
sympathize  with  others  who  are  hurt  or  sick,   to   show  a
great  deal  of  affectlon  toward  others,   to  have  others
confide  in  one  about  personal  problems.
Order:     To  have  written  work  neat  and  organized,   to
makeHs  before  starting  on  a  cliff icult  task.  to  have
things  organized,   to  keep  things  neat  and  orderly.   to
:;:#::::5;:;::::i:::::#::i::;::::3:!i;;::::;;g8:::116
eating,   to   have  things  arranged  so  that  they  run  smoothly
without  change.
7
tro  §u::or3nc3€e  ::h:::eb:t£::SIS:o¥:dfaS:L3t#:::  i:
sympathetic  and   understanding  about  personal  problems.
to  receive  a  great  deal  of  affection  from  others,   to
have  others  do  favors  cheerfully,   to  be  helped  by  others
:±:£,d::r£:::d:  23s:ax:d:t::::  :::Lw£::rxu:t:£  One  LS
Limitations  of  the  Stud
This  inquiry  was  limited  by  the  amount  of  previous
research  in  the  area  of  personality  of  female  Physical
Education  majors.     A  Medlars   search  revealed  only  one  germane
study  since  1968.     Not  only  was  there  a  dearth  of  research
in  this  area.  but  the  conclusions  of  those  investigations
were  highly  contradictory.
Another  restricting  factor  was  the  delimited  area  of
the  search.     If  the  possibility  had  existed  for  state  wide
or  perhaps  national  participation  in  this  test.  the  results
would  have  had  greater  relevance.
In  addition  to  the  foregoing  limitations.   a  self-
report  method  was  the  type  utilized  in  answering  the  items
on  the  Edward§  Personal  Preference   Schedule.     This  method
has  been  criticized  because   it  has  no  absolute   scheme  to
prevent  the   subject  faking  the  answers.
The  fact  that  three  testing  sessions  were  held,   in-
stead  of  the  planned  two.   was  also  a  limiting  factor.     Mood,
the  weather.   a  campus  event  or  a  variety  of  such  reasons
could  have  affected  test  validity.
*The  fifteen  trait  descriptions  wore  Edwards'
§#€3i:±#s€fM#3asf. terms  ln  the  Edwards  Personal  Preference
Chapter  11
REVIEW  OF  LITERATURE
Introductory  Statement
Research  pertinent  to  comparative  pgychological
studies  of  women  Physical  Education  majors  was  not  abundant.
MMen,   1n  the  Physical  Education  discipline,   have  been  ln  the
vanguard  ln  the  domain  of  psychological  and  personality
investigations  as  related  to  sport  and  athletics.    Since  1950,
only  three  published  articles  pinpointed  personality  studies
of  the  female  Physical  Educator.     nhio  of  these  dealt  particu-
larly  with  under-graduate  majors  as  compared  with  nonmajors.
Hbvever.  there  were  several  related  studies  which  greatly
facilitated  the  inquiry.
The   successive  paragraphs  have  detailed  these
investigations.  the  researchers,   and  their  conclusions.
Initial  Personality  Tests  and  Cbnclusions
Palm®r  administered  the  Bernreuter  Personality  test
to  determine  the  qualities  possessed  by  successf ul  teachers
of  Physical  Education.L°  A  Bernreuter  Inv`entory  purports  to
measure  traits  such  as  emotionalism,   introversion  and
L°Irene  Pa|mer,   "Personal  Qualities  and  Capacities
of  Women  Teachers  of  Physical  Education,
4:36.   1933.
8
''  Research  Quarterl
extroversion  and  dominance  and   submission.     Successf ul
teachers  of  Physical  Education  scored  materially  higher  on
traits  of  emotional  stability,   extroversiorh   and  dominance.LL
Duggan  utilized  this  same  ii`strument  to  ascertain
whether  dissimilarities  existed  between  Physical  Education
majors   and  a  group  of  non-majors,   and  the  results  were
analogous  to  those  of  Palmer.12    Regarding  these  identical
qualities.   Physical  Education  majors   scored  significantly
hioher,
Verifying  the  conclusions  of  the   foregoing  investi-
gators.  Espenschade  established  that  the  typical  Physical
Education  major  is  less  neurotic,   and  more  dominant  and
sociable.]3    Ifowever,   this  had  no  relationship  to  teaching
Success  in  Physical  Education.14
Conclusions  drawn  from  Various  Other  Trait  Tests
Ragsdale  employed  the  Pressey  XO  tests  for  emotionallty
and  Marston's  introversion-extroveI`sion  rating  scale,   to
attempt  to  define  the  specific  personality  traits  of  college
LIIrene   Palmer,   ''Per§onal  Qualities  and  Capacities  of
Research  QuarterlWomen  Teachers  of  Physical  Education,"
4:36.   1933.
L2Anne  Schley  Duggan.   ''A  Comparative   Study  of  Under-
graduate  Women  Majors  and   Non-Majors   in  Physical  Education
with  Respect  to  Certain
1937.
TI`aits, ''  Research  Quarterl 8:43.
L3Anne  Espenschade,   "Selecting  Women  Major  Students
in  Physical  Education."
14E!¥.
Research  Quarterl 19:72,   1948.
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majors  in  Phy$1cal  Education.L5    Ragsdales'   findings  disclosed
that  women  majors  tend  toward  extroversion,   and  that  they
were  emotionally  better  balanced  than  non-majors  in  the
general  college.16
Thorpe  gave  the  Edwards   test  to  determine  whether
patent  differences  existed  between  women  undergraduates,
graduate   students  and   successful  teachers  of  Physical
Education.L7     The  Edwards  Personal   Preference   Schedule   is  a
measure  of   such  personality  variables  as  deference,   dominance,
aggression,   heterosexuality,   autonomy,   succorance,   et  cetera.18
Fifteen  of   these  types  of  items  were   incorporated  in  the
test.
When  compared  with  a  normative  group,   successful
women  Physical  Education  teachers  were   found  to   rate  higher
on  deference.   order.   dominance   and  endurance.      However  majors,
graduate  students  and  successful  teachers  scored  significantly
lower  than  the  norm  on  the   traits  of  succorance,   autonomy.
nurturance,   heterosexuality  and  aggression.
L5C.   E.   Ragsda|e,   "Personality  Traits  of  College
Majors  in  Physical  Education,"
1932.
Education,"     Research
Research  Quarterl 3:248'
16ERE.
]7Jo  Anne   Thorpe.   "Study  of  Personality  Variables
among  Successful   Women  Students   and   Teachers  of   Physical
29:83,   1958
|8Ibid.
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Timmermans   utilized   the  Guilford-Zimmerman   Tempera.
ment  Survey  in  an  effort  to  verify  whether  dif ferences  exist
between  female   Physical  Education  majors   and   non-majors®L9
Only  one  of  the  traits  tested  showed  a  significant  difference,
that  of  general  activity,   on  which  Physical  Education  majors
scored  highero2°    This  finding  contradicted  the  conclusions
of  mar`y  previous   investigators   in  that   Physi.cal  Education
majors  did  not  tend  to  be  more  dominant  and  extroverted  and
less  neurotic  than  the  general   college  majors.
Landers   gave   the  Minnesota  Multiphasic   Personality
Inventory  arid   the  Cough  Scale   of   Psychological   Femininity,
to  determine  if  high  interest  in  sports  was  negatively
associated  with  the  female   sex  role®2L     These   test  results
indicated   that  women  Physical  Education  Majors  were   §ignif i-
cantly  less   feminine22  However.,   an  examination  of  between
group  differences  for  each  of  the  categories  contained  in  the
instrument,   showed  only  two  categories.   restrained  and
cautious  versus  brag  and  exaggerated.   on  which  Physical
Education  majors   scored  higher,   differentiated   the  Physical
]9Helen  M.   Timmermans,    "A  Comparison   Between   Physical
Education  Major.a   and  Non-Majors   in  Certain  Personality
Traits,"    Research  Quarterly,   39:I.088,1968.
2°ERI.,   p.   I,og0.
2LDanie|  M.   Landers,   "Psychological   Femininity  and
the  Prospective  Female  Physical  Educator."
41:164,   1970.
22|bid.,   p.167.
Research  Quartel-I
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Education  majors  from  the  Education  majors.23  In  a  quasi.
related   study  Ogllvie   found  that  women  who   competed  on  high
levels  and  who  retained  their  motivation  for  competition,
had  generally  the  traits  of  ambition,  organization,  deference,
dominance,   endurance  and  aggression.24  Other  dominant  trait,a
exhibited  were  emotional  maturity,   self-control,   self-
confidence.   tough  mindedne§s.   truthfulness.   intelligence,   high
Con®cience  development   and   low  levels  of   tension®25
£±±.I±F__±r_Y=___=e_f=  __R±i_e_vy   o £ __ I_i_t_e I_a_ t.T_r_.e_
Palmer,   Duggan®   Espenschade   and  Ragsdale   discovered
that  womeii  in  the  field  of  Physical  Education,   or  those  with
a  high  sports  interest,   are  as  a  group  less  neurotic  but  mol-e
extroverted  and  dominant.
Thorp®   and  Ogilvie   found   these   sports\romen  to  be  more
dominant  along  with  a  notable  degree  of  deference  and  endur-
ance.     Ogilvie  established,   too,   that  emotional  stability  was
an  outgtanding  trait.
Land®rs  substantiated  the  fact  that  prospective  female
Physical  Educators  were  significantly  less  feminine.     On
23Danie|  M.   Landers.
:i?;8L::t±;;o?emale  Phye|cai
Femininity  and  the
arch  Quarterl




analysis  of  the  separate  categories.   only  the   items  of
restrained  and  Cautious  versus  brag  and  exaggerate,
clef initely  confirmed  this  discreteness.
Contravening  the  foregoing  results,   Tiinmerman's   test
indicated  that  female  Physical  Education  majors  are  no  more
dominant  nor  less  neurotic.   nor  do  they  possess  a  greater
degree   of  endurance   than  non-majors.
Thor.pe  found,   in  addition  to  the   traits  of  deference,
dominance   and  endurance,   that   successful   teachel`s   and  majors
evinced  a   low  degree   of  autonomy.   succorance,   nurturance,
heteI`osexuality  and  aggression.
Chapter  Ill
pRccEDunE
This  chapter  includes  a  description  of   the  selection
of  the   subjects,   the   testing  device.   the  experimental  design.
the   statistics  employed  and  a  brief  resume.
The   Subjects
One   hundred  females  with  Junior  and   Senior  status,
enrolled  at  Appalachian  State  University  dur`ing  t,he  Fall
quarter  of   1971,   were   selected  by  random  samplin!]  for  this
Study.     The   sample  was  divided   into   f ifty  Physical  Education
majors   and   fifty  females   not  majoring   in  Physical   Education.
To   insure   the  minimum  number  of   fifty  samples   of  each  type
needed  for  the   study.   seventy-f ive  girls     in  each  group  were
requested  to  volunteer  for  the  test.
An  attempt  was  made   to  obtain  a   cross   section  of
other  majors   in  the  non-Physical  Education  group.     Non-
majors   included   in  the   sample  represented   the  departments
of  Economics  and   Business,   English,   Foreign  Languages,
Mathematics.   Music,   Biology,   and   Home   Economics.   Elementary
Education  and   Secondary  Education.     The   chairmen  of   the   de-
partments   involved  were  requested  to   recommend   particular
classes   that  would   contain  from  seven  to   ten  female  majors
in  their  disciplines.     The  designated  professors  were   in-
terviewed  and  permission  was  granted  for  the   investigator
to   have   time   set  aside   in  each  class   to  give  background
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information  on  the  study  and  test,   and  to  solicit  volunteers.
Certain  basic  assumptions  were  made  in  limiting  the
sample   to  Juniors   and   Seniors.     These  assumptions  were:
i.     That  they  would  have   probably  previously  made   a
career  choice.
2.     That  the   two  year  age  difference   and  additional
social  physical  and  emotional  maturity  would  reflect  in  ex-
pressed  attitudes  on  the  Edwards  Personal   Preferen\ce  Schedule.
3.     That  the  expl.essed   attitudes  would  be  more
characteristic  of  their  respective  disciplines.
Ie_s_ti_ng____Ps=±
The  Edwards  Personal  Preference   Schedule  was   selected
as  the   testing  device.     This  instrument  was  designed  to
measure   the  normal  personality  traits  of  achievement,   de-
£er®I`ce,   order.   exhibition,   autonomy.   affiliation.   intra-
ception,   succorance,   dominance,   abasement,   nurturance.   change,
endurance,   heterosexuality,   and  aggression.
A`check  for  test  consistency  was   incorporated  in  the
test.     The  consistency  variable  was  derived  by  a  comparison
of  the  number  of  identical  choices  made  in  two  sets  of  the
same  fifteen  items.     In  two  appearances  of  one  of  these   items,
the   possible   response   pattel`ns  would   be   AB,   BA,   AA.   and   88.26
Schedule:6#:::  k;A::y:r{i;w"y::¥?r#ep;:;:a:±o:::::fence
corporation.      D   D   ,   p.   i5.
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If  the  subject  were  responding  to  the  items  by  chance  alone,
each  of  the  possible  patterns  of  response  `rould  be  equally
likely  to  appear.     Therefore,   the  probability  of  any  one  of
these  patterns  occurring  was  only  one  in  four.     However,
either  AA  or  88  would  be  counted  as  an  identical  choice,   and
this  would  raise  the  probability  of  an  identical  choice  to
one  half.27    For  two  complete   sets  of  fifteen  items.   the
expected  number  of   identical  choices  or  the  consistency  score
would  be   7.5.     Eleven  or  more   identical   choices  was  the
number  designated  as  being  a   $1gnif icant  departure  from
chance  expectancy. 28
A  national  norm  table,   expressly  for  female   college
Students  was  included  in   the   testing  manual.     Seven  hundred-
£orty  nine   college  women  comprised  the   sample  for  the  nor-
mative  group.29    This  national  normative  group  provided  an
additional  basis  for  comparison  and   in  part  mitigatedche
restrictiveness  of  the  results  of  a  localized  test.
The  validity  rating  of  the  Edward§  test  was  based  on
a  logical  or  construct  type  of  validity.     A  listed  validity
rating  of  .52  for  this  test  was  consistent  with  I.atings  for
schedule:7#::€  fa;n::I:rd ifre:ES::;? §TE:rs3#o!::i:::nee
corporation,          E   ,   p.|5.
28Ibld.
29_
Edwards.   op.   cit..   p.6.
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other  tests  of  this  type.
The  reliability  coefficients  for  personality  tests
usually  average  between  the   .70's  and   .80's.     Thus   .the
median  reliability  rating  of  .73  on  the  Edwards  Schedule
indicated  that  this  test  was  commensurate  with  or  better
than  the  general  personality  inventory.
The  Edwards   test  was   selected,   Since   in  addition  to
the  previously  mer`tioned  reasons,   this  t.est  was  fairly  easy
to  administer.   score.   and  interpret  and  was  relatively
economical.     It  permitted   group  administ.ration.   cou.Id  be   hand-
scored,   could  be   lntorpreted  without  a  major  concentration  in
Psychology.   and   the  length  was   ideal  for  a  volunteer  group.
erimental  Desi
The  test  was  given  in  three   separate   sessions,   with
particular  care  given  to  standardizing  the  conditions.     All
tests  were  administered  in  the  Audio  Visual  room,   with  the
same   instructions  given  each  time,   and  with  each  answer
sheet  checked  for  completeness.     The   subjects  were   aware  of
the  reasons  for  the  test  and  were  strongly  urged  to  answer
all  the  items  on  the  test.     Since  it  was  believed  that
anonymity  woul.d   result   in  more   honest  answers   and   therefore
add  to  the.validity  of  the   test.   subjects  were  asked  to
write   their  majors  on  the   answer  sheets,   but  names  were
Omitted.
Prior  to  the  test,   participants  were  request.ed  to
fill  out  a  short  personal  questionnaire  which  provided
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information  pertinent  to  the   study.     A  copy  of  this  question-
naire   can  be   found   in  Appendix  A.   page   29.
After  administration  of  the  test.   a  template  was
utilized   to  ef fect  the  consistency  check  and  each  answer
sheet  was   scored   and   totaled.     When  all   the   papers   had   been
scored,   every  third  one  was  rescored  as   a  check  on  the   con-
sistency  of  the  scorers.
Following  compilation  of  the  raw  scores,   the  Physical
Education  majors   and   the   non-major  groups  were  compared
statistically  by  each  of  the  fifteen  individual  traits  tested.
An  additional  comparison  was  made  between  the   Physical
Education  majors  and   the   national  normative   group.
Statistics  Em
The  data  were  recorded  on  punched  cards  and   processed
via  a   statistical  program  developed  for  the   I  a  M  1130  by
Dr.   M.  C.  Carter.  University  Statistician.   Appalachian  State
University,   Boone,   North  Carolina.
The  statistical  test  utilized  to  compare  the  f ifteen
personality  traits  for  the  Physical  Education  majors  vel`sus
the  non-major  group  was  the  two   sample  Student's  t  test.
Specif ically,   this  test  determined  whether  or  not  a  signif-
icant  difference  existed  between  the  average  scores  per
group.     There  were   fifteen  separate   tests  conducted.     The
statistical  test  employed  to  compare  the   Physical  Education
majors   and   the   normative   group  was   the  one   sample   t  test.
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Output  of  the   statistical  progl-am  run  on  the   I  8  M
1130  was  means  and   standard  deviations  per  group  per  trait,
calculated  t  test  values  per  trait  and  simple  correlations
between  traits  per  group.
±pqu_a±y
Samples  were   selected   at  random  and   con$1sted  of
f ifty  female  Physical  Education  majors  and  fifty  female   non-
majors,   from  the  Junior  and  Senior  cl.asses  at  Appalachian
State  University.     They  were  administered   the  Edwards
Personal  Preference  Schedule,   a  pel`sonality  inventory,   1n
order  to  ascertain  whether  significant  trait  differences
existed  between  the  female  Physical  Education  majors   and
non-majors  at  this  University.
Chapter   IV
ANALYSIS   OF   DATA
In  an  attempt   to  broaden  the  view  of  the   study.   a
questionnaire  was  given  to  all  of  the  subjects.     The  results
of  this  questionnaire*  disclosed  that  there  were  only  slight
differences   in  the  background  of   the   two   sample   gI`oups,   and
that  these  differences  were  mainly  in  the  area  of  sports
participation.     Twelve  non-majors  representing  twenty-four
percent  of  this  sample  participated   in  varsity  sports,   while
thirty-four  majors  representing  sixty-eight  percent  were
varsity  team  members.     Results  on  the   intramural  question
were   similar.  with  twenty-one  of  the  nan-majors  representing
forty-two  percent  and   thirty-seven  majol`s  I`epresenting
seventy-four  percent8   having  played.     One  other  discriminat-
ing   item  Showed   that  while   the   non~majol`s  were  all   inf luenceci
in  their  career  choice  by  either  a  high  school  or  college
teacher,   family  or  friend.   nine  subjects  or  eighteen  percent
of  the  Physical  Education  majors  purported  to  have   inf lu-
enced  themselves   to  enter  this  profession.
The  Student's  two   sample  t  test  for  signif icance
between  average   scores  per  group  was   utilized   to  compare   the
major  and  non-major  groups.     The  fol`mulas   for  this   statisti-
cal  test  can  be   found   in  Appendix  C,   page   31,   and  the  data
#Results  of  the   questionnail`e   can  be  found   in
Appendix  8.   page   31.
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on  which  the  f lndinge  were  based   ln  Appendix  D.   page  32    .
Table  I  contains  the  means,   Standard  deviation  and
t  scores  for  the  Physical  Education  majors  and  non-majors
groups.
Table  I
Means.   Standard  Deviations  and   t  Scores  for


















Means       Std.          Means            Std.               t
P.E.           Dev.           Nan   p.E.      Dev.        Scores
------ _      --_________________           _     .T   `_                -         -                          i       -_                            .                                             -            -
i.2.92        3.696        11.66
10.46       3.546        11.60
9.92       5 367          8.94
13.12        3.957        13.74
12.76       4.438       13.10
17.00       4.840       16.10
16.10       4.243       16.40
13. 24       5.000       12.50
11.20       5.394        13.00
15.52       4.747       15.88
16.86       4.873        16.60
17.40       5.402       17.84
12. 90       5.682       11.94
19.04       5.058       17.96
11.18       4.565       12.64
12.04        I.369       11.72
:3.886      .::3!8:
3 . 347
4.077          I.028
3.089       -0. 873
4.056       -0.399
4.265         0.889
5.205       -0.315
5.203         0.725
4.194       -I.862
4.317       -0.396
4.890          0. 26`6









aThe  difference  was  considered  signif icant  if  the
absolutebx:::: of  the  t  score  was  greater  than  I.65.
signs  are  an  indication  of  possession  of  a
given  trait  in  larger  amounts  by  the  Physical  Education
majors  group.
No  differences  were  considered  signif icant  unless  the
absolute  value  of  the  t   score  was  greater  than  I.65.     On
comparison  of  the  results  for  the   sample  groups.   only  the
variables  of  dominance   and  achievement  had   t  scores  large
enough  to  be  considered  statistically  signif icant.     According
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to  the  Student'8  t  distribution.   the  variance  between  the
tro  groups  on  achievement  was  I.786.  which  represented  a
lower  achiev®mer`t  preference  for  the   Physical  Education
majors.  `   The  Phy8ic®1  Education  majors   scored   Significantly
higher  on  the  dominance  trait,   with  a  variance  of  -i.862.
The  Student's  one   Sample  t  test  for  significance  be-
tween  average   scores  per  gI`oup  was  employed  to   compare   the
Physical  Education  majors  group  and   the  national  normative
group.     The  formula  for  this  statistical  test  can  also  be
found   in  Appendix  C,   page   31   .
Table  2  contains   the   means.   standal`d  deviations   and
t  scores  for  this  comparison.
Table   2
Moans.   Standard  Deviations,   and   t  Scores  for
Physical  Education  Majors  and  Normative  Group
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4.07       -0. 584
4.42         I.004
4.60       -3.906
4.94          0.610
4.41         0.638
4.87         0.261
5.19          0.336
5.39          6.570
4.61          0.913
i.79         i.549
*Mlnus   signs   indicate   lower  Physical  Education  score.
Significant  at  the  I.65  Level  of  Confidence.
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Again  the  degree  of   signif icance  was  plus  or  minus
I.65.     The   outcome  of  the   one   sample   t  test  which  compared
the  Physical  Education  majors  and  the  normat.ive  group,   re-
vealed  that  there  were  statistically  significant  differences
on  f ive  varlables.     The  Physical  Education  majors  rated  lower
on  deference,   exhibition,   intraception  and  dominance  and
higher  on  heterosexuality.     The  degree  of  difference  on  the
dominance,   deference   and  heterosexuality  traits   showed  the
greatest  variance.  with  the  heterosexuality  factor  the  one
with  the  highest  degree  of  differentiation.
There  were  no  significant  differences  between  the
groups  on  achievement,   order,   autonomy,   aff iliation,
succorance.   abasement.   nurturance.   change.   endurance,
aggression,   and  on  the  consistency  score.
Chapter  V
SUMMARY,    CONCLUSIONS ,   RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary  of  the  Results
The  results  of  the  questionnaire  revealed  very  small
differences  in  the  background  of  the  two  groups.     The  great-
est  variance  was  in  the  area  of  athletic  participation.
When  the  Physical  Education  majors  test  scores  were
compared  with  those  of  the  non-fnajors.   the  results   showed
that  the  majors  group  scored  signif lcantly  lower  in  achieve-
ment  and  higher  on  dominance   than  majors   in  the  general
college.     No  significant  differences  were  discovered  between
these  two  grotips  on  deference,order.   exhibition.   autonomy.
affiliation,  intraception,   succorance,   abasement.   nurturance,
change,   endurance  or  heterosexuality  nor  on  the  consistency
check.
These  findings  opposed  those  of  previous  investiga-
tions  in  which  it  was  indicated  that  female  Physical  Edu-
cation  majors  were  more  dominant,   less  feminine  and  possessed
a  high  degree  of  deference   and  endurance.   and   confirmed   the
validity  of  the  null  hypothesis.    Of  all  these  traits,  only
the  dominance  variable  proved  to  be   significant.     It  should
be  noted  that  although  there  were  two  instances  when  trait
differences  of  the  t`ro  sample  groups  were  of  statistical
significance.   the  degree  of  differentiation  was  not  large
enough  for  this   to  be  designated  as  an  adequate  discrimi-
nator.     hb  general  pattern  of  behavior  that  would  have
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distinguished  the  Appalachian  State  University  female
Physical  Education  majors  could  be  discerned.     These  results
could  indicate  that  the  typical  Physical  Education  major  has
changed  greatly  ln  personality  traits  in  the  past  few  years.
When  the  Physical  Education  majors  were   compared  with
the  national  normative  group,   signlf icant  dif'ferences  were
noted.   with  lower  scores  on  deference.  exhibition.   intra-
ception,   and  dominance  and  a  higher  score  on  heterosexuality.
The  degree  of  difference  on  the  dominance,   deference  and
heterosexuality  traits  showed  the  greatest  variance,  with  the
heterosexuality  factor  the  one  with  the  highest  degree  of
differentiation.     There  were  no  significant  differences  be-
tween  the  groups  on  achievement.   order,   autonomy.   affiliation.
succorance,   abasement,   nurturance,   change.   endurance,   or
aggression,   nor  on  the  consistency  score.
These  f iridings,   once  again  did  not  support  previous
research,     The  Appalachian  State  University  Physical  Education
majors  scored  significantly  lower  on  four  traits  on  which
female  majors  previously  scored  higher,   and  rated  very  high
on  heterosexuality,   a  trait  on  which  these  majors  purportedly
generally  tested  very  low.
Conclusions
The  following  were  the   conclusions  based  on  the
Statistlcal  results  of  this  study.     These  conclusions  were:
I.    That  the  differences  in  personality  traits
between  Physical  Education  majors  and  non-majors  were
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negligible,   at  Appalachian  State  University.
2.     That  on  the  basis  of  the  results,  one  would
expect  Appalachian  State  University  Physical  Education  majors
to   exhibit  more  dominance   and  less  achievement.
3.     That  if  the  belief  were  extant  that  personality
differences  exist,   then  this  group  of  female  Physical
Education  majors  were  being  stereotyped  unfairly.     If  this
local  group  is  typical  of  the  larger  group  of  Physical
Education  majors,   then  perhaps  all  majors  in  this  field  are
stereotyped  unfairly.
4.     That  the  local  Physical  Education  group  varied
significantly  from  the  national  normative  group  on  I ive
traits.
5.     That  the  Edwards  Personal  Preference  Schedule
did  not  reveal  a  distinguishable  general  pattern  of  person-
ality  for  females  majoring  in  Physical  Education  at
Appalachian  State  University.
Recommendations
In  view  of  the  findings.   it  was  believed  that  the
Edwards  Personal  Preference  Schedule   should  not  be   utilized
at  Appalachian  State  University.   in  the  career  guidance  nor
as  a  basis  for  selection  of  female  Physical  Education  majors.
Secondly.   perhaps  an  area  of  the   curriculum  could
stress  achievement  to  Strengthen  this  trait  in  Appalachian
State  University  female  Physical  Education  majors.
Also,   it  was  believed  that  there   is  a  need  for
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development  of  a  scale  that  would  evaluate  such  traits  as
leadership,   adaptability,   social  aptitude  and  other  person-
ality  traits  presumed  to  be  essential  for  success  in  the
I ield  of  Physical  Education.     These   factors  in  combination
with  an  intelligence  test  would  probably  be  a  better  indica-
tor  of  expectancy  of  success.
Another  recommendation  was  that  national  norms  be
established  for  female  Physical  Education  majors  utilizing
I  various  trait  tests.     If  this  type  of  test  is  to  be  of  value
as  an  aid  to  career  selection,   then  there  must  be   some  basis
for  comparison.
In  addition.   it  was  thought  that  if  the  coricept  of
the  female  Physical  Educator  entailed  a  sort  of  social
stigma,   then  it  is  highly  recommended  that  `romen  in  the  field
must  make  an  effort,   through  guidance  and  public  relations
programs,   to  alleviate  this  situation  and  enhance  their
imaoe .
A  final  suggestion  was  that  perhaps  future  studies
could  delve  into  the  contention  of  whether  or  not  the
attitude  of  the  public. has  changed  in  the  last  two  decades,
or  whether  it  is  presently  in  a  stage  of  transition.
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APPENDIX   A
QUESTIONNAmE
Age College  Major
Approximate  Grade  Point  Average
Class
Last  grade  of  public   school  or  college  completed  by
Father                                                      Mother
Had  you  decided  on  your  present  major  before  entering
Appalachian  State  University?
In  which  year  did  you  select  your  present  major?
Fr, Jr,                         Sr,
What  one  person  influenced  you  most  in  your  particular
major  choice?
Did  any  member  of  your  immediate  family  choose   the   profession
that  you  chose?  Father
Sister                          Aunt
Mother                           Bro thor
Uncle
What  type  of  job  do  you  want  when  you  graduate?
Did  you  participate  in  varsity  sports  in  high  school?
Did  you  participate  in  intramurals  in  high  school?
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APPENDIX   a
QUESTIONNAIRE   RE SULTS
I.   Means   age   P.   E.   Majors...® ...................... „
Non-Majors........................
2.   Approximate   G.   P.   A.      P  E   Majors ..................
Non-Majors........................
3.   Number  of  Jrs.      P.   I.   Majors ......................
Non-Majors........................
4.   Number  o£  Srs.     P.E.   Majors .......................
Non-Majors.....
5.   Number  changed  major  since  entering  A.   S.   U.
P.   E.   Majors ......................
Non-Majors........................
6.   Who   most   lnfluenc®d   career  choice   P.   E.   Majors
Friend  or  Relative ................
H.   S.   or  College   Teacher ..........
Self..............................
Nob-Majors
Friend  or  Relative ................
H.S.   or  College  Teacher ...........


















8.  Participated  in  Varsity  Sports
P.   E.   Majors ......................
Nan-Majors........................
9.   Participated  in  Intramural  Sports









Test  for  the  null  hypothesis  that  thel-e  is  flo  dl£ference
between  the  Physical  Education  majors  and  non-majors
averages.
The  t  test  formula  used  to  compare  the  Physical  Education
majors  versus  the  non-Physical  Education  majors  was  the




Xpe          -       Xnon
s±e  +    "onI
where  Npe  =  #  o£  Physical  Education  majors  in  sample
and       Neon  =  #  of  nob  Physical  Education  majors  in  sample
and       S  =   (   Npe   -I)   S3e  +   (   Nnon     -1)   S2on
where  s3e
Npe     +      Nnon-2
=  sample  variance  for  Physical  Education  majors
and       S2on  =  sample  variance  for  nod  Physical  Education  majors
To  compare  the  Phyelcal  Education  group  versus  the  national
norm,   the  One   Sample  t  test  was   used.-
t  =  Xpe  -  Nat'l  norm
s2pe   /   Npe
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APPENDIX  D
DATA  cOMplLED   FOR  pHyslcAL  EDucATION  MATCRs  AND   roN-VAToas
FRoed   TH:  EDWARDs   TEST

















aTotal  for  fifty  samples  for  the  Physical  Education
group.
bTotal  for  fifty  samples  of  the  non  Physical
Education  group.
